Disparities in pediatric asthma hospitalizations.
The purpose of this project was to determine to what extent rural children are hospitalized for asthma, an ambulatory care sensitive condition defined by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality pediatric quality indicators; to analyze differences in hospitalization rates for asthma by state and by rurality; and to examine the relationships between asthma hospitalization rates and poverty, health insurance, and physician supply. The project used 2001 through 2004 hospital inpatient discharge data for children aged 2 to 17 years from six geographically diverse states in the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project. County-level poverty, uninsurance estimates, and physician data came from the 2004 Area Resource File. Pediatric Quality Indicator software was used to calculate county-level admission rates for asthma. Multivariate regression models were specified to assess how sensitive hospitalization rates were to characteristics of the children's counties of residence. Pediatric asthma hospitalization rates per 100,000 children aged 2 to 17 years varied by state ranging from 51.1 to 185.9. When comparing all six states, rural children were the most likely to be hospitalized for asthma. However, after controlling for rurality, poverty, uninsurance, and physician supply, uninsurance was the only variable to significantly impact hospitalization rates. These findings indicate that there are significant differences in pediatric asthma hospitalizations rates by and within states, which may best be addressed by targeting public health and healthcare interventions. In addition, the findings support efforts to increase health insurance coverage for children, especially rural children who are less likely to be insured.